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Retailers are being urged to
support their customers’ quitting attempts as research by
Yonder Consulting, on behalf
of Philip Morris, shows smokers last an average of 53 days
before their quitting attempt
fails.
This means that 23 February
is the day when the average
smoker trying to quit this year
will abandon their attempt.
Highlighting the gravity of
the challenge that many face
when kicking the habit, the research also shows that almost
half of those who make a resolution to quit last only a week
a resolution to quit, smokor less. Around 54 per cent
ers in the West Midlands and
of those who have previously
Greater London are the first to
tried to quit still tell people
start smoking again – with the
they have stopped, even after
average person in those areas
they resume smoking.
lasting 33 days. Smokers in the
Christian Woolfenden,
East of England demonstrate
managing director of Philip
more willpower, claiming that
Morris Limited in the UK and
they last on average 102 days
Ireland, said: “Many smokers
before taking up smoking
need support when they want
again.
to give up cigarettes for good.
The data was backed up by
Those that don’t quit should be
given every opportunity to suc- a second nationwide survey of
1,023 Britons, commissioned
ceed in becoming smoke-free
by Juul Labs, which revealed
with access to the facts about
that, while almost
smoke-free alternahalf (46 per cent)
tives, like e-cigarettes
of smokers in the
and heated tobacco
UK wanted to quit
products, which are
smoking at the start
a better choice than
of January, 68 per
continued smoking.”
cent of those looking
For retailers, supto quit had already
porting customers as
broken that committhey quit provides a
ment within the first
valuable opportunity
week.
to build loyalty and
Highlighting the
sales of next genera- Christian Woolfenden
impact of the UK’s
tion products, which
latest lockdown measures,
comes to an end as soon as a
smoker falters in their attempt. more than half (54 per cent)
Smokers wait an average of 216 of those who wanted to give
up were now smoking more
days before making another
in January than they were this
attempt to stop, the research
time the previous month.
suggests.
The news follows findThe survey data also shows
a number of interesting region- ings of a separate Juul Labsfunded nationwide poll, which
al variations in the success of
quitting attempts. Having made revealed almost half of British
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smokers – particularly high
earners – have admitted they
are now smoking more often
while at home.
Around 41 per cent of
smokers polled stated in
September they were smoking more at home compared
to the three months previous,
prompting fears that passive
smoking rates were rising in
homes across the UK.
Juul Labs UK managing
director, Dan Thomson said:
“January is traditionally a time
when smokers try to give up
the habit. But our research
has shown that seven in 10
smokers who have tried to
quit have already resumed
smoking, and over half are
now smoking more than previously.”
It’s a similar story with
regards to working from home,
which has potentially brought
with it many advantages —
including a better work/life
balance — but has also made
it far easier for employees to
slip into old habits.
The survey also revealed that
“home smoking” was most
pronounced among high earning smokers — with more than
50 per cent of those earning
£75,000 or more saying they
were smoking more.

Treasure the unity of the
UK on vaping
Unity of purpose and a clear set of
goals is a heady brew that can
really get things done. If you want
evidence of this, simply look at the
success of the UK government’s
vaccine roll out – a rare success in
an otherwise questionable UK
response to the COVID-19
pandemic.
This recipe for success is also
on show with the UK’s efforts to
cut smoking rates. Public health
officials, policy makers,
manufacturers and retailers are
united in seeing an evidencebased approach as vital if the
country is to reach. its smoke-free
target by 2030.
It is widely agreed that next
generation nicotine products are
an essential component in this
drive.
This is not a story that is
repeated in other international
markets, however. While
campaigners in the US and
Australia urge their governments
to back e-cigarettes as a key part
of any push to eliminate smoking
in the medium to long term, this
week we report that the EU is
considering going the other way,
putting up roadblocks such as
flavour bans and plain packaging
as smokers try to make the
transition to something less
harmful.
And this week we also see
that Imperial Brands has become
something of an outlier,
restructuring and refocusing the
company back towards
combustible tobacco. The firm
admits it has made mis-steps in
its roll out of next generation
nicotine products but what
might make sense in the short
term for the company will be
seen as a retrograde move by
many.
In an uncertain global picture,
it is therefore worth taking a
moment to treasure the fact that
the UK has become such an
enlightened approach to this
fast-evolving opportunity for
harm reduction. And for retailers
who back it, it is an enlightened
position that promises increased
sales and profits in the year ahead.
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Vape laws: EU go your
way, we’ll go ours
UK consultation on vape-friendly restrictions as EU mulls tighter regulations
UK consultation on vapefriendly restrictions as EU mulls
tighter regulations
The UK and EU appear to be
moving in opposite directions
on the issue of vaping
restrictions as Brexit
allows us to reassess
restrictions the EU
Tobacco Products
Directive.
On 29 January the
Government announced it would be
consulting on changes
John Dunne
to the Tobacco and
Related Products Regulations
(TRPRII).
The vaping industry body
UKVIA says there is an “enormous opportunity” to
create regulations which
emphasise the public

health role that vaping can
play. Its recommendations will
form the basis of a new report
– Blueprint for Better Regulation – which will be published
shortly.
Meanwhile, the
Daily Telegraph has
reported that the EC is
poised to recommend
that EU countries
introduce new rules to
ban vaping in public
places, according to a
draft leaked document
seen by the newspaper.
The commission is considering updating EU recommendations on smoke-free environments by 2023 to include
“emerging products, such as
e-cigarettes and heated tobacco

products.” The recommendations call on EU members to
ban smoking and vaping almost
everywhere, though the commission does not however have
the power to enforce the ban.
New minimum taxation
rates and a pledge to ban
flavours, online advertising
and introduce plain packaging
is also included in the draft
proposals.
In response to announcement, UKVIA director John
Dunne said: “The UK’s pragmatic, evidence-based approach
to vaping and harm-reduction
is sadly not shared by the EU.
British legislators and regulators must ensure we remain a
world leader in this area, rather
than being influenced by more
regressive policies abroad.”

Blu: ‘Our commitment
to UK continues’
As Imperial Tobacco announces a new strategy prioritising
its global cigarette brands, we
ask them what this means for
the UK vape category.
Will the blu range still be
available in the UK?
Next generation products
(NGP) have a key role to play
within Imperial. Our commitment to vape in the UK will
continue with our blu range,
alongside a measured approach to heated tobacco.
Will support and investment
continue to be available to
vape retailers?
We have strong brand equity
and engagement in blu that
we’ll be building on in 2021
and beyond. We remain focused on supporting blu in

the trade and educating on the
benefits of vaping, as well as
the ease of use and flexibility
of our myblu pod-mod system.
Should they expect to see fewer
blu flavours available?
We don’t currently have any
plans to reduce the range of
blu flavours available but continue to keep all of our ranges
under review.
With this news, why should
store owners choose to make
space for blu and not one of
its rivals?
Pod-mod systems continue to
grow in popularity among consumers and retailers thanks to
their ease of use and flexibility.
The myblu device combines
the performance demanded

by experienced vapers with
the ease-of-use appreciated
by new entrants.
The vape category relies on
consumer education. Will
Imperial continue to invest
in education and marketing
of blu?
Customer service has a crucial role to play at present,
especially given the in-store
restrictions in place as part of
the Covid-19 pandemic, and
we will continue to focus our
attention on helping customers increase their knowledge
of the category and our NGP
products through our dedicated sales team, as well as
our Ignite platform.
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Imperial to refocus
on tobacco after
disappointing vape sales
Imperial Brands, owner of blu, is
“resetting” its next generation
products strategy with a focus on
heated tobacco in Europe and a
particular focus on vape in the US
market.
The move comes after
disappointing vape sales in 2020
which led to a strategic review of
the company’s next generation
products. First-half results
(ending 30 September), saw net
revenue from Imperial’s next
generation products decline 43
percent, followed by a shallower
decline in the second half of the
year, resulting in an overall fall for
2019/2020 of 27 percent.
In a report released last week,
the company said: “Our
investment will be disciplined and
based on detailed market testing.
Our aim is to develop a
sustainable NGP business that
supports our ESG agenda by
making a meaningful contribution
to harm reduction.”
Imperial Brand’s oral nicotine
business will remain focused on its
existing markets within Europe.
Meanwhile the company
announced it will refocus on key
cigarette markets, including US,
Germany, UK, Australia and Spain.
The company says it has
“developed highly detailed brand
and market plans to support this
approach and will increase
investment behind a focused set
of operational levers to
strengthen performance and
unlock value.”
Stefan Bomhard, chief
executive of Imperial Brands said:
“We have undertaken a
comprehensive strategic review,
examining all opportunities for
unlocking value. This process has
reinforced my view that the group
has solid foundations on which we
can build a better and stronger
business. Our new detailed
five-year plan sets out clear
strategic priorities, which will
drive targeted investment behind
those markets and brands with
the greatest opportunities for
value creation.”
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Do you know vaping?
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Do you know vaping?

The Vape Business big quiz

The Nicotine Pouch Issue

At this strange, historic and
unique time, Vape Business
has put together a fun and
informative quiz to test your
vape knowledge. How well do
you know this category as a new
year arrives?

Heat not burn
Trialling the Ploom S

2020 in review

1. Which of these is not a new flavour of HEETs?
a. Teak
b. Sienna Caps
c. Sandalwood
Answer: c
There are now eight variants of IQOS’s HEETs available in the UK. These include new arrivals Sienna Caps,
its first capsule stick, and Teak. There
is yet to be any sign of a sandalwood
variety, however.
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Adv

Our top 10 products

2. What is EDGE Hybrid’s USP according to its manufacturers?
a. It is the first ever glow-in-the-dark
vape
b. It is the first filtered vape on the market
c. It doubles as a mobile phone
Answer: b
According to EDGE, 37 percent of smokers who want to quit and have tried vaping
are put off transitioning by the unfamiliar
feel of most vape device’s mouthpieces. With disposable
filter tips, EDGE Hybrid aims to help smokers make the
leap away from combustible cigarettes for good.
3. Swedish Match launched a new hot drink-inspired
flavour of its ZYN pouches in 2020. What was it?
a. Espresso
b. Earl Grey Tea
c. Hot chocolate
Answer: a
ZYN Espressino has been created by Scandinavian Snus brand
Swedish Match as the firm looks
to grow its portfolio and distribution in the UK. Among its big
achievements for 2020 was signing up for distribution in 1,298
Sainsburys stores nationwide.

UKVIA’s John Dunne
How to win in 2021

c. CHOOSE CPD Zone
Answer: a
With a pilot launch in convenience stores
within the Manchester area already started,
this new device is likely to be the first of a
number of CPD systems launched by the
big tobacco firms. Flavours include mint,
mango and berry. Wider distribution
should be possible once vape stores reopen later in the spring.
5. What upcoming opportunity to improve vape legislation did MP Mark
Pawsey identify in an interview with
Vape Business?
a. Roll out of a COVID-19 vaccine
b. Brexit
c. Tokyo Olympics
Answer: b
In an exclusive interview with Vape Business, Mark
Pawsey identified the UK leaving the
EU as a key opportunity to improve
legislation around vaping. However, he
also emphasised that the UK would
maintain its world class safety standards: “Whatever legislative changes
[the All-Party Parliamentary Group
for Vaping] may propose, I know
that all MPs will want to ensure the
very highest levels of safety for all
vaping products to protect consumers.”
6. Which firm is behind the
iconic Heisenberg flavour e-liquid?
a. Ghoul vapes
b. Halloween vapes
c. Vampire vapes
Answer: c
According to the company’s sales director Anthony
Moses, Vampire Vapes is “without doubt best known for
our flavour Heisenberg, which was originally created

www.vapebusiness.biz
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7. According to JTI’s head
of Logic and reduced risk
products Nick Geens what do
village stores need to focus on
to succeed?
a. Building knowledge about
their customer base
b. Stocking every product available on the market
c. Running cross-promotions
with livestock feed
Answer: a
According to Geens, “for
shops that are more remote, it’s vital that retailers build
a relationship with their existing customer base. Once a
retailer knows their customers and their needs, then it is
much easier to develop a range that caters for them”.

www.vapebusiness.biz

11. What date did the ban
on sales of menthol-flavoured tobacco come into
force in the UK?
a. 20 May
b. 20 April
c. 20 March
Answer: a
Thanks to the full-on oddness of 2020, the menthol
ban now seems like it was a million years ago. It arrived
in May at a time when the country was in the middle
of its first and strictest
lockdown measures. It
meant that the removal
of menthol bans didn’t
get the public attention it
might have. Yet, suppliers
have produced a range of
menthol starter kits which
continue to offer smokers
a simple and cost-effective
way of trialling vape or
heat-not-burn systems.

8. According to the Cochrane Institute how effective
are e-cigarettes as a quitting tool?
a. Twice as effective as nicotine-replacement therapies
(NRTs)
b. 70 percent more effective than NRTs
c. About the same as NRTs
Answer: b
The review of evidence from around the world suggests that e-cigarettes really do help more people quit
smoking. Reacting to the results, Dr Ruth Sharrock,
respiratory consultant at Queen Elizabeth Hospital in
Gateshead said: “I see patients in clinic and on the
wards, who are battling the complications of smokingrelated diseases every day. Many have never
tried using e-cigarettes, despite there being growing evidence that this might be
a more successful way to reduce harm
from tobacco for smokers who have
failed with other quit methods.”
9. Which tobacco firm bought the
distribution rights for the Korean
lil Hybrid heated tobacco device in
2020?
a. Philip Morris
b. Imperial
c. British American Tobacco
Answer: a
Announcing the deal, PMI’s chief executive André
Calantzopoulos said: “The commercialisation of KT&G’s
products outside of South Korea will complement our
already strong smoke-free portfolio, providing adult
smokers with an even broader range of taste, price and
technology options.”
10. According to Action on Smoking and Health, how
many of the UK’s 6.9 million current smokers have
never tried a vape product?
a. A tenth
b. A quarter
c. A third
Answer: c

4. What is the name of BAT’s
brand new CPD vape system?
a. VUSE CPD Zone
b. FUSE CPD Zone

There are still millions
of smokers out there who
have never even tried a vape
product highlighting the huge
opportunity for convenience
stores – where both tobacco
and vape tends to be sold –
to help their customers transition away from combustible
cigarettes.

in 2014, this famous e-liquid
remains one of the best-selling
flavours in the UK vape category”.

12. Vape brand JUUL
recommends staff use the acronym S.T.A.R. to ensure
they maintain responsible retailing standards. What
does S.T.A.R. stand for?
a. Speak, Tell, Analyse, Reject
b. Stop, Think, Ask, Refuse
c. Stand Tall, Alert Reps
Answer: b
In a busy store, staff understandably want to keep queues
moving fast but JUUL’s advice to stop, think, ask and reject a
sale if a customer looks under 25 and cannot produce ID is
vital in a category such as vaping. This year has created huge
pressure for sales staff, thanks to social distancing measures,
and this advice is more essential than ever.

HOW DID YOU DO?
8 or more: Well done, you are well on the way to becoming a vape
expert. In this fast-moving category, keeping up to date with the latest products and trends is vital for success

4 to 7: You’re obviously working hard to become a successful vape
retailer. As 2021 is now here, why not make this category a priority
for development in the year ahead?
0 to 3: Looks like you’re at the beginning of your vape journey.
Stores with the most knowledge are best placed to win customers and
Vape Business is here to help.
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